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The selectivity and speed of many biological transport pro-
cesses1 transpire from a ‘reduction of dimensionality’2 that con-
fines diffusion to one or two dimensions instead of three3. This
behaviour remains highly sought after on polymeric surfaces4

as a means to expedite diffusional search processes in molecu-
lar engineered systems. Here, we have reconstituted the two-
dimensional diffusion of colloidal particles on a molecular
brush surface. The surface is composed of phenylalanine-
glycine nucleoporins (FG Nups)5—intrinsically disordered pro-
teins that facilitate selective transport through nuclear pore
complexes in eukaryotic cells6. Local and ensemble-level exper-
iments involving optical trapping using a photonic force micro-
scope7 and particle tracking by video microscopy8, respectively,
reveal that 1-mm-sized colloidal particles bearing nuclear trans-
port receptors9 called karyopherins can exhibit behaviour that
varies from highly localized to unhindered two-dimensional dif-
fusion. Particle diffusivity is controlled by varying the amount
of free karyopherins in solution, which modulates the multiva-
lency of Kap-binding sites within the molecular brush10. We
conclude that the FG Nups resemble stimuli-responsive11 mol-
ecular ‘velcro’, which can impart ‘reduction of dimensionality’
as a means of biomimetic transport control in artificial
environments.

Selective transport in microfluidic lab-on-chip devices often
requires externally controlled pressure or electric field-driven
flows, as well as elaborately designed pumps, channels and
valves12. In contrast, within the complex biological milieu, many
intracellular transport processes are highly selective and extremely
efficient1. To harness these benefits, motor proteins have been used
to drive molecular transport on complementary tracks in artificial
environments, but chemical energy in the form of adenosine tripho-
sphate (ATP) is burned in the process13. In comparison, reduction of
dimensionality (ROD) is an alternative transport mode that relies on
facilitated diffusion and uses thermal energy (kBT) without any
additional energetic demands. For example, ROD has been impli-
cated14 in nuclear pore complexes (NPCs), which regulate the selec-
tive translocation of molecular cargoes between the nucleus and the
cytoplasm in eukaryotic cells6. The key components within each
50-nm-diameter NPC are approximately 200 FG Nups, which impede
non-specific cargoes but simultaneously provide exclusive selective
access to karyopherins (Kaps) that rapidly shuttle signal-specific macro-
molecules through6. Being intrinsically disordered5 and thus lacking
secondary structure, the highly flexible FG Nups are attractive as
stimuli-responsive biomaterials because of their unique functional
properties and physical resemblance to synthetic polymers15.

Several lines of evidence support the notion that the FG Nups
can impart selective ROD control in vitro. First, recombinantly

engineered FG Nups form molecular brushes that reconstitute the
functional selectivity of NPCs when surface-tethered to biomimetic
nanopores16,17, nanostructures18 and microbeads19. Second, while a
lack of binding leads to rejection, multivalent interactions20 between
the Kaps and the FG Nups greatly enhance Kap selectivity. For
instance, the classical import receptor Kapb1 has approximately
ten hydrophobic pockets that can bind multiple FG repeats distrib-
uted along the FG Nups21. Third, biophysical characterization using
surface plasmon resonance shows that the FG Nups respond
innately to Kap binding by extending their conformations in a
non-monotonic, concentration-dependent manner to accommo-
date large numbers of Kap molecules (that is, equivalent to a few
Kap layers) within the brush10. Thus, Kaps that penetrate into a pris-
tine FG Nup brush show a higher binding affinity (KD ≈ 100 nM)
than Kaps that encounter a pre-occupied brush with limited pen-
etration and access to FG repeats (KD ≈ 10 mM)10. This is a key
point, because it indicates that the occupancy of bound Kaps modu-
lates Kap–FG Nup kinetic behaviour in a differential manner.
Fourth, this stimuli-responsive property of the FG Nups and the
strength of Kap–FG binding depends solely on the equilibrium con-
centration of free Kaps in solution10. We therefore sought to test
whether the soluble Kap concentration represents a single control
parameter that adjusts Kap–FG Nup binding to strike a balance
between colloidal selectivity and two-dimensional mobility in a
scaled-up artificial context.

Our minimal NPC-inspired system (Fig. 1a) consists of a surface-
tethered FG Nup brush layer of Nup153 (aa 874–1475; 28 FG
repeats; modified with three N-terminal cysteines; henceforth
cNup15317) that is approached towards a weak optically trapped
1-mm-diameter Kapb1-functionalized colloidal probe (Kap-probe)
by a piezo-actuator (Z) built within a photonic force microscope7

(PFM) (for details see Methods and Supplementary Sections 1
and 2). Specifically, the PFM allows for the Brownian motion of
the Kap-probe to be recorded in three dimensions with nanometre
and microsecond spatiotemporal resolution between successive
100 nm steps. The PFM experiments were conducted in 0.5, 2, 5,
10 and 30 mM Kapb1 solutions that span from low to physiologi-
cal22 concentrations to assess the impact of soluble Kapb1 as a
control parameter of Kap-probe mobility, and in bacterial cell
lysate (with 0.5 mM Kapb1) to test for corresponding effects in a
more complex physiological environment. Furthermore, because
penta-His antibodies (pHis) were used to link Kapb1 to the Kap-
probe (Methods), we thereafter used pHis-functionalized probes
(without Kapb1; henceforth denoted pHis-probes) as a non-FG
Nup binding control.

Figure 1b shows the positional fluctuations obtained before and
after each respective probe encounters the underlying cNup153
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layer. No discernable changes are observed with the pHis-probe,
except for a slight increase in the Z-axial position that coincides
with a 100 nm step that drives the two surfaces into contact. This
verifies that pHis does not exert any measurable interaction with
cNup153. In contrast, for 0.5–5 mM Kapb1, the Kap-probe exhibits
a ‘jump-into-contact’ (similar to an atomic force microscope tip;
Supplementary Section 3) due to attractive biochemical forces in
the immediate vicinity of the cNup153 layer. The substantial ampli-
tude reduction that follows in the X and Z directions (Y was found
to be similar to X) is further indicative of Kap-probe binding.
Subsequent Z analysis reveals that both the attractive interaction
force and the adhesion or ‘rupture’ force required to separate the
Kap-probe from the cNup153 layer decreases with increasing
Kapb1 concentration (Supplementary Section 3). This weakening

provides initial evidence that the number of available FG repeats
decreases as the Kapb1 occupancy increases within the cNup153
layer10. At 30 mM Kapb1, the positional fluctuations of the
Kap-probe are barely distinguishable from the inert pHis-probe
interaction. To obtain a quantitative measure of these effects, we
applied Boltzmann statistics to compute the influence of Kapb1
concentration on the in-plane free energy landscape of each probe
using the positional probability of its lateral fluctuations (Fig. 1c
and Supplementary Section 4). Here, the quasi-symmetric flattening
of the energy landscape highlights the gradual transition from
strong to weak in-plane interactions (that is, from 0.5 mM to
30 mM), which approaches non-specific pHis-probe behaviour.
Surprisingly, the energy landscape obtained in cell lysate indicates
that the presence of non-specific interactions (Supplementary
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Figure 1 | Influence of Kapb1 concentration on Kap-probe binding and mobility. a, A cNup153 layer is driven in 100-nm steps towards a Kap-probe (grey).

b, Raw photonic force microscope position fluctuations obtained in the Z and X directions illustrate probe behaviour in the step before and after contact

(dashed line) with the cNup153 layer. In the Z direction, attractive ‘jump-into-contact’ forces are observed for Kap-probes in 0.5mM Kapb1, which gradually

weaken with rising Kapb1 concentration, with binding in 30 mM Kapb1 barely distinguishable from the non-binding pHis-probe. This is most apparent in the

lack of amplitude reduction in the Z and X position fluctuations after probe–cNup153 contact. c, The two-dimensional free energy (X–Y) landscapes allow

quantitative comparisons between the interactions of each probe with the cNup153 layer. The colour scale represents the energy levels of each probe with

respect to its lateral equilibrium position (energy minimum, red).
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Section 5) interferes only marginally with Kap-probe binding
(compare with 10 mM Kapb1).

Individual Kap-probe behaviour can be further ascertained by
computing the mean square displacement (MSD) from their pos-
ition fluctuations to derive the respective diffusion coefficient (D)
in each dimension. For free diffusion, the MSD is linear with time
for X and Z under the aforementioned conditions (Fig. 2a,b and
Supplementary Section 6). Linear MSD fits provide DX and DZ,
which we normalize with D0 (�0.46 mm2 s21), the in-bulk diffusion
coefficient measured for each probe. Here, D0 compares favourably
with the Stokes–Einstein equation (D¼ kBT/6phR, where kB
is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, h is viscosity and R
is the probe radius). This gives 0.45 mm2 s21 for a particle
with R ≈ 500 nm, when T¼ 295.15 K and h¼ 1.018 cP
(Supplementary Section 7). As shown in Fig. 2c and d, the non-
binding pHis-probe is the most diffusive, and the Kap-probe is
the least diffusive in 0.5 mM Kapb1. Increasing the Kapb1 concen-
tration evokes qualitative increases to DX/D0,X and DZ/D0,Z ,
although DZ/D0,Z is quantitatively less because of the presence of
an underlying surface boundary (Brenner’s Law23). Again, Kap-
probe diffusion approaches pHis-probe behaviour at 30 mM
Kapb1. We interpret this to stem from diminishing multivalent
interactions between the Kap-probe and the cNup153 layer. This
is consistent with surface plasmon resonance measurements,

which show that a reduction of free FG-repeat binding sites
follows from a concentration-dependent increase in the occupancy
of soluble Kapb1 molecules within the cNup153 layer10

(Supplementary Section 8). Similarly, Kap-probe diffusion in cell
lysate is remarkably close to that in 5–10 mM Kapb1, which indi-
cates that Kap-probe binding to cNup153 prevails in spite of inter-
ference from non-specific proteins (Supplementary Section 5).

Next, we wanted to verify that the resulting diffusivity could
influence the balance between Kap-probe selectivity and mobility,
thereby leading to a two-dimensional random walk. Accordingly,
we switched off the optical trap and recorded videos of Kap-
probes moving in relation to the cNup153 layer over a period of
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Figure 2 | Changes to local Kap-probe diffusivity with increasing Kapb1

concentration. a,b, Plots of mean square displacement (MSD) versus time in

X (a) and Z (b) indicate that the probes exhibit free diffusion on cNup153.

c,d, Bulk-normalized one-dimensional diffusion coefficients in X (c) and Z

(d) as obtained from linear fits to the MSD. With the non-binding pHis-

probe being the most diffusive, Kap-probe diffusivity is rectified with

increasing Kapb1 concentration and prevails even in the presence of non-

specific proteins from cell lysate (Supplementary Section 5). Error bars

represent standard error of the mean.
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Figure 3 | Effect of Kapb1 concentration on ensemble Kap-probe

probability distribution and lateral diffusivity. a, Kap-probe probability

distribution as a function of Z height. The pHis-probe is unmistakably non-

selective, while the Kap-probe is most strongly selective in 1 mM Kapb1.

Selectivity is preserved but reduced in 30 mM Kapb1. b, The slope in the

ensemble-level mean square displacement (MSD) corresponds to DXY¼

0.217+0.009 mm2 s21 in 30mM Kapb1. Diffusion is negligible in 1 mM

Kapb1, because the Kap-probes adhere to the surface over the experimental

duration. Note that the analysis is not applicable to pHis-probes given their

extremely low occupancy and transient behaviour on the cNup153 surface.

Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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several minutes (see Methods). Ensemble-level Kap-probe behav-
iour was then analysed using a custom tracking algorithm8

(Supplementary Section 9) to extract the steady-state probe height
(Z) probability distribution and its lateral diffusion coefficients.
Figure 3a shows that �100% of the Kap-probes are located in the
immediate vicinity of the cNup153 layer (Z , 0.2 mm) in 1 mM
Kapb1, with 70% being in direct contact. In 30 mM Kapb1, the
population of Kap-probes that contact the layer is reduced to
25%. The lateral diffusion coefficients (DXY; Z¼ 0.1 mm) as calcu-
lated from the linear MSDXY plots in Fig. 3b are 0.004+0.001
and 0.217+0.009 mm2 s21 for the Kap-probes in 1 mM
and 30 mM Kapb1, respectively. It is noteworthy that the latter
ensemble-averaged DXY agrees with the PFM local-probe value
(DX ¼ 0.212+0.013 mm2 s21; Fig. 2c and Supplementary
Table 3). This proves that Kap-probe behaviour is diffusive and
scales linearly over six orders of magnitude from microsecond to
second timescales. In comparison, the pHis-probe interaction is
unmistakably non-selective based on its negligible population
(,1%) at the surface, which is far too infrequent to provide any
measurable MSD.

Representative probe trajectories (Fig. 4a) (recorded over 8 s;
Supplementary Section 10 and Supplementary Movies) provide
direct visual proof of the above effects. As expected, pHis-probes
that lack FG binding transiently impinge on the surface and
diffuse away. At the other extreme, the Kap-probes become
‘stuck’, with minimal movement, in 1 mM Kapb1, indicating
maximal binding with cNup153. Quite remarkably, we observe
that ROD is achieved at 30 mM Kapb1 where the Kap-probes
exhibit a distinctive two-dimensional random walk on the
cNup153 layer. In terms of their average (Z) interaction times
(Supplementary Section 9), Kap-probes remain permanently
immobilized on the surface in 1 mM Kapb1 within the observation

time. However, this reduces to 0.5 s in 30 mM Kapb1, which
suggests that their long-lived trajectories involve various colloidal
diffusion mechanisms24 such as hopping, sliding and rolling in
the immediate vicinity of the surface.

As postulated by Adam and Delbrück2, our work demonstrates
how multivalent interactions can be modulated to exert sufficient
strength to maintain selectivity but are weak enough to permit delo-
calized two-dimensional diffusion. In Fig. 4b we consider the Kap-
probe and cNup153 layer as opposing surfaces of molecular ‘velcro’,
respectively. When the concentration of soluble Kapb1 is suffi-
ciently low, the Kap-probes are immobile on the cNup153 layer
because of maximal binding avidity with largely unoccupied FG
repeats. An interesting observation is that this leads to the near
100% population of Kap-probes on the surface, thereby suggesting
possible superselectivity25. In contrast, 25% of Kap-probes exhibit
two-dimensional diffusion in 30 mM Kapb1 solution due to the
limited access to FG repeats on a cNup153 layer pre-occupied
with soluble Kapb1. Overall, the weakened binding is reminiscent
of a ‘dirty velcro effect’, where, in physical terms, Kap-probe
adhesion and protein friction26 with the FG Nup layer are signifi-
cantly reduced. A further ramification is that the Kap-probes will
exhibit non-binding pHis-probe-like behaviour under conditions
that saturate the cNup153 layer with soluble Kapb1 or other
non-specific binders.

Taken together, these differences in probability distribution and
diffusivity define the inverse correlation between selectivity and the
microscopic mobility of each Kap-probe as controlled by the soluble
Kapb1 concentration (Supplementary Section 9). Interestingly, this
recapitulates the observation that increasing Kapb1 concentration
regulates NPC functionality by increasing import efficiency while
reducing the interaction time27. Originally, Peters14 proposed a
ROD-based scenario where Kaps can diffuse in two dimensions
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Free Kapβ1 Weakly bound Kapβ1 Strongly bound Kapβ1 pHis antibody
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b
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cNup153

Figure 4 | Reduction of dimensionality by the ‘dirty velcro effect’. a, Trajectories were obtained for pHis-probe (left) and Kap-probe in 1 mM (middle) and

30 mM (right) Kapb1. A superimposition of the on-surface probe trajectories shows a distinct two-dimensional random walk in 30mM Kapb1

(Supplementary Movies). b, Model of various probe interactions with respect to the cNup153 molecular environment (not drawn to scale). Left: A pHis-probe

lacks FG repeat binding and diffuses away from the surface. Middle: Kap-probes are immobilized due to binding to an excess of FG repeats in the cNup153

layer at 1 mM Kapb1. Right: At 30 mM Kapb1, the Kap-probe is held to the surface by a reduced number of Kap–FG repeat interactions due to pre-occupation

of the cNup153 layer by large numbers of soluble Kapb1 molecules. In this state, dirty velcro-like Kap-probe interactions are strong enough to maintain

binding with the cNup153 layer but sufficiently weak to permit diffusion along the interface.
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along a layer of FG Nups lining the central pore. Although this has
not been validated in vivo, the physical display of two-dimensional
diffusion indicates that ROD can play a functional role in expediting
selective transport through biological NPCs, particularly with
respect to cargoes that bind multiple Kaps28.

To conclude, our nuclear pore complex-inspired system attests to
the relevance of ROD in controlling selective two-dimensional
transport in an artificial context. Unlike the lateral diffusion of
lipid bilayer-bound membrane proteins29, the transition from bulk
to surface diffusion demonstrated here can provide a general strat-
egy to regulate the controlled capture, targeting and release of
selective cargoes. This complements efforts to move nano-objects4

on synthetic polymer brushes by switching between different
environmental conditions such as temperature, pH and solvents.
However, the use of Kapb1 concentration as a single adjustable
control parameter retains physiological aqueous conditions, which
is advantageous when implementing ROD-based trafficking of bio-
logical cargoes. Unlike other multivalent systems24,30, our work
exploits the unique functional advantages of intrinsically disordered
proteins. These include one-to-many and many-to-one binding,
which follow from a decoupling of specificity from binding strength
that is achieved by the binding avidity of several low-affinity inter-
actions31. In contrast to monoclonal antibody systems32, a single
FG Nup can bind several copies of the same Kap (one-to-many),
while several FG Nups can bind to the same Kap simultaneously
(many-to-one). Moreover, their characteristic binding promiscuity
enables the FG Nups to serve as transport hubs for approximately
20 different human karyopherins, which shuttle key regulatory pro-
teins such as transcription factors into the nucleus9. Accordingly,
ROD-based translocation may be implemented along surface-
patterned diffusional guides consisting of different FG Nups, for
instance to examine Kap-cargo movement and related transport
phenomena in vitro. In other respects, this underscores the emer-
gence of intrinsically disordered proteins as important biomater-
ials33 with innate functional properties that may be beneficial for
biosensing and other biotechnological applications.

Methods
Kap-probe functionalization. Polystyrene (PS)–NH2 beads (PA03N, Bangs
Laboratories, nominal diameter 900 nm) were suspended in 1 ml filtered PBS
(pH 7.2, Gibco) to 0.1% solids in low protein binding tubes (Sarstedt), and washed
three times with 1 ml PBS pH 7.2 by 4 min centrifugation at 13,500 r.p.m. in a
tabletop centrifuge (Eppendorf). Resulting pellets were resuspended by pipetting
and briefly vortexed, followed by ultrasonication for 2 min (Bandelin Sonorex
RK100). Washed pellets were resuspended in PBS containing 10% glutaraldehyde
(GA, Sigma-Aldrich, G5882) at pH 7.5, briefly vortexed, and ultrasonicated for
5 min before being incubated for 6 h in a Hulamixer (Invitrogen) at room
temperature. Beads were subsequently washed three times in filtered PBS pH 7.2, as
described above. A volume of 100 ml GA-activated beads at 0.1% solids was added to
900 ml PBS containing 40 ml 0.2 mg ml21 BSA-free IgG pentaHIS (Qiagen), gently
mixed by pipetting, and incubated over night at 4 8C in a Hulamixer. The next day,
BSA (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to 1% (wt/vol) and incubated for 1 h at 4 8C in a
Hulamixer. The beads were then washed twice with 1% BSA in PBS pH 7.2 by
centrifugation, gently resuspended by pipetting, and stored at 4 8C. Before
experimentation, the beads were incubated in 500 ml PBS pH 7.2 containing 1% BSA
and 25 mg Kapb1 for 2 h at room temperature on a rotating shaker. Unbound
Kapb1 was removed by centrifugation and beads were gently resuspended in PBS
pH 7.2 containing 1% BSA and the desired concentration of Kapb1. Further tests
showed that each bead exhibited an estimated surface density of approximately one
Kapb1 molecule per 58 nm2, with full biochemical functionality preserved before
and after experimentation (Supplementary Section 11).

cNup153 surface functionalization and chamber preparation. Coverslips #1
(20 × 20 mm; Menzel-Gläser) were cleaned for 15 min in 200 mM HCl at room
temperature, rinsed with H2O, incubated with 2% Helmanex III (Hellma) for 1 h at
37 8C, rinsed thoroughly with H2O, dried with N2, subjected to UV-ozone (Jelight
Company, model no. 42A-220) for 30 min, immediately immersed in 1% (vol/vol)
APTES in anhydrous toluene (both Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated for 2 h at room
temperature inside a desiccator under an argon atmosphere, then rinsed with large
volumes of (1) H2O, (2) ethanol and (3) H2O again, before drying with N2. A volume
of 500 ml per slide of 2 mg/1.5 ml sulfo-SMCC (Lubio Science) in PBS pH 7.2 was
added and incubated for 1 h at room temperature in a humidified chamber17. Slides

were again rinsed with large volumes of H2O, ethanol and H2O before drying with
N2. The PFM sample chamber was then assembled as follows. Standard microscope
slides (76 × 26 mm, Thermo Scientific) were rinsed with ethanol and dried under
N2. Double-sided scotch tape was glued on the long sides to �8 mm left and right,
leaving a 10 mm gap between. The activated coverslips were then inversely mounted
onto the scotch tape with the maleimide residues facing inwards, resulting in a
chamber with a height of �100 mm. cNup153 was dialysed to PBS pH 7.2 for 3 h at
room temperature (Spectrapore, 3.5 kDa molecular weight cut-off ). A volume of
30 ml cNup153 per slide was flushed into the sample chamber and incubated upside
down over night at 4 8C in a humidified chamber to allow covalent binding. The next
day, the cNup153 solution was replaced by flushing three times with 100 ml PBS
pH 7.2 containing 1% BSA using a pipette and filter paper (Whatman), and blocked
for 1 h at 4 8C in PBS pH 7.2 containing 1% BSA upside down in a
humidified chamber.

PFM experiment. The contents of the sample chamber were replaced with 30 ml of
the functionalized bead solution (at 0.001% solids). The chamber was closed with
nail polish (which was briefly dried) before being mounted upside down in the PFM.
Approach measurements were performed with custom-made software using the
following protocol. Beads were first trapped �12 mm away from the surface and their
position fluctuation recorded for 20 s. The surface was then subsequently
approached in ten steps of 1 mm in 1 s intervals, followed by one step of 0.5 mm.
After 10 s of data acquisition, the surface was further approached in 0.1 mm steps
until contact. Between each such 0.1 mm step, the bead’s position fluctuations were
recorded for 10 s. Data acquisition was performed at a 0.5 MHz sampling rate (that
is, 2 ms per frame) with average trap stiffnesses of kX¼ 4.3 × 1026, kY¼ 3.5 × 1026

and kZ¼ 1.1 × 1026 N m–1. We chose the trap to be as weak as possible while still
enabling comfortable handling of the bead. Measurements started routinely
≥10 min after addition of the bead solution to the sample chamber and were
performed with more than 10 different beads at T¼ 22 8C per condition. One-
dimensional diffusion coefficients of individual probes in contact with the cNup153
layer were calculated as described in Supplementary Section 6 and normalized to
their corresponding bulk diffusion coefficients.

Ensemble probe tracking. Measurements were performed at T¼ 22 8C with probes
at �0.007% solids using the visible light path (Supplementary Section 2). Probes and
sample chambers were prepared as described above for the PFM experiments.
Movies were taken between 2 and 5 h after beads were injected into the sample
chamber. See Supplementary Section 9 and Supplementary Movies for details.
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